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Abstract Multi-level modeling is currently regaining attention in the database
and software engineering community with different emerging proposals and
implementations. One driver behind this trend is the need to reduce model
complexity, a crucial aspect in a time of analytics in Big Data that deal with
complex heterogeneous data structures.

So far no standard exists for multi-level modeling. Therefore, different for-
malization approaches have been proposed to address multi-level modeling
and verification in different frameworks and tools. In this article, we present
an approach that integrates the formalization, implementation, querying and
verification of multi-level models. The approach has been evaluated in an open-
source F-Logic implementation and applied in a large scale data interoperabil-
ity project in the oil and gas industry. The outcomes show that the framework
is adaptable to industry standards, reduces the complexity of specifications
and supports the verification of standards from a software engineering point
of view.
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1 Introduction

Multi-level modelling (also called deep meta-modeling), a paradigm to model
at an arbitrary number of meta-levels instead of traditional two (model and
meta-model), was originally proposed in the seminal work of Atkinson and
Kühne [3,14]. It is currently regaining attention with different emerging pro-
posals and implementations. An international workshop, MULTI1, focusing
on this research area has been organized in conjunction with the MODELS
conference [8,9] for the last two years. One driver behind the application of
multi-level modeling is to simplify complex models. In the context of this pa-
per, simplification means clarification of the hierarchical structure of a model
through separating domain-specific from language-specific concepts by orga-
nizing the model as the same and intuitive as in the underlying application
domain. This advantage is crucial for the work presented here, in particular,
to simplify data interoperability at an industry scale and for big data ap-
plications. Recent work enriches multi-level modeling with new features [5,
52], proposes a formalization for multi-level modeling [54] or demonstrates its
practical application [23,37]. The most often mentioned arguments for multi-
level modeling are increased expressiveness, by introducing multiple classifi-
cations [12], and reduced complexity [14,53]. These arguments seem to be a
contradiction, because one might expect increasing expressiveness may lead
to increased complexity, while multiple classifications allow breaking down a
complex specification into smaller and simpler levels. Three advantages have
been identified based on a concrete use case from the oil and gas industry [37]:
(1) simplification of the standards’ specifications by classifying elements into
ontological and linguistic elements, (2) simpler management and evolution of
standards by structuring them into multiple ontological instance-of levels, and
most importantly, (3) verification of correctness properties on the specification
of standards. The hierarchical complex data structures of domain standards
justified the oil and gas industry as an accurate application area for multi-
level modeling. The three advantages facilitate the interoperability between
software systems.

The development life cycle of an interoperability solution consists of multi-
level conceptualization, formalization, matching (mapping) and transforma-
tion, and verification phases. Recent approaches [5,52,54] use different frame-
works or tools to address these development phases. This paper addresses all
these phases in an integrated multi-level modeling framework. It focuses on ad-
dressing multi-level modeling semantics, implementing and verifying them in
Flora-2, an open-source implementation of F-Logic with numerous extensions
[40].

Contribution: The contribution presented in this article is threefold:
First, an Open integrated framework for Multi-Level Modeling (OMLM) is de-
veloped. Compared to existing approaches it adds a new dimension called the
realization dimension. Existing multi-level modeling approaches distinguish

1 MULTI - International Workshop on Multi-Level Modelling, http://goo.gl/EaVok1
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between a linguistic- and an ontological dimension and ignore the requirement
that a multi-level modeling framework needs to be implemented using an exist-
ing language. Since no standard for multi-level modeling and no existing lan-
guage support multi-level modeling features directly, a realization dimension
is needed to explicitly capture the mapping of the multi-level meta-model to
an existing programming language. Such a dimension provides multiple advan-
tages such as decoupling the multi-level framework from the implementation
language, comparing of implementations in different programming languages
and automating code generation.

The second contribution covers the implementation of the presented frame-
work in Flora-2 and its evaluation of a large industry project in the oil and
gas domain, the Oil & Gas Interoperability Pilot (OGI Pilot). Flora-2 offers
knowledge representation features and reasoning capabilities. The implemen-
tation allows formalization, querying and verification multi-level models using
a single language, Flora-2.

The third contribution is a verification framework called MULti-LEvel Rea-
soner (MULLER). MULLER aims to verify correctness properties of multi-
level models using verification rules. It is also implemented in Flora-2. An
integrated modeling approach is enabled by using the same language for spec-
ifying the semantics and verification of multi-level models.

This paper extends previous work [35] substantially in three ways: (1) the
semantics of the OMLM meta-model are described in a new Section 3, (2) the
framework has been evaluated in the context of the industry use case OGI
Pilot in a new Section 6, and (3) the related work section was rewritten and
extended with recently published work.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the use case from
the oil and gas industry by illustrating the benefits of the multi-level mod-
eling approach. Section 3 explains the semantics of the OMLM framework.
The implementation of the framework is described in Section 4. Section 5 ad-
dresses the reasoning component (MULLER) of the integrated approach, and
Section 6 provides an evaluation of the framework followed by a discussion of
related work in Section 7. The paper concludes and highlights future research
in Section 8.

2 Use case

This section provides details of our oil and gas industry example and the
benefits of multi-level modeling in this domain. Initially, the OGI Pilot use
case will be introduced, followed by a brief overview of multi-level modeling
and its application in this specific context.

2.1 Standards based interoperability

Large-scale interoperability is one of the main challenges in all industries that
rely on large engineering plants for their operation. Inadequate interoperability
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is estimated to cost about $15.8 billion per year, representing between 2.84
percent of operation and maintenance cost [27,28], according to the US Capital
Facilities Industry and the construction and engineering domain.

At least, two types of the large-scale data interoperability can be consid-
ered: (1) the interoperability between individual components of stakeholders’
information ecosystems, (2) the interoperability between the standards, which
includes all inter-operating ecosystems. The former one can be faster, however
when we consider number of inter-operating stakeholders together with their
data models, architecture, software and different data representations, then
the data interoperability gradually becomes challenging. The latter type of
interoperability organizes all information ecosystems of inter-operating stake-
holders into the standards to facilitate data interoperability.

In the context of the oil and gas industry, the standard based interop-
erability is performed between two industrial standards, ISO 15926 [36] and
MIMOSA’s Open Systems Architecture for Enterprise Application Integra-
tion (OSA-EAI) [50].

The ISO 15926 standard is used to design very large physical assets, such
as an oil refinery or rig. It relies on a 4-dimensional (perdurantist) information
model specified in STEP/EXPRESS, RDF, OWL and first order logic. It con-
sists of multiple parts. In this paper we focus on Part 2, the Data Model and
Part 4, the Reference Data Library (RDL). The data model contains base con-
cepts and relationships in ISO 15926 and RDL is an extensive library of domain
specific entities. Both parts represent the core specification of the standard.
The OSA-EAI is another standard in the oil and gas industry, responsible for
operation and maintenance of engineering units, such as oil processing plants.
It provides different yet overlapping viewpoints of the same domain informa-
tion. It relies on UML, XML and XML Schema to express data formats.

As an example for the standard based interoperability, we present an in-
dustrial use case to support data interoperability between the ISO 15926 and
OSA-EAI standards.

2.2 Oil & Gas Interoperability (OGI) Pilot

Much effort has been invested into the development of data standards to over-
come the interoperability issue in the oil and gas industry. One effort is the joint
academic-industry project OGI Pilot hosted by MIMOSA2 and supported by
the ISO TC 184 OGI Technical Specification project. The goal of the OGI Pilot
is increased automation in the digital hand-over of design information of very
large physical assets to owner operators for the operation and maintenance of
assets. This requires identifying commonalities and differences as well as open
gaps in the specifications of two major standards in this domain: ISO 15926
and OSA-EAI. Within the OGI Pilot we have identified some challenges [49]
of which we will focus on the simplification and verification of ISO 15926 by

2 MIMOSA: http://www.mimosa.org
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(a) Instance diagram (b) Multi-level representation

Fig. 1: Two representations of the same example: relating an impeller to a
pump.

means of the OMLM and MULLER frameworks, respectively.

Example: An excerpt from an engineering diagram specifies that “The im-
peller with serial number XXX is part of the Weir Pump with serial number
XYZ ”. Fig. 1a displays a model of this example using instance diagram nota-
tion appearing throughout the ISO 15926 documentation [36].

In the ISO 15926 terminology, each box represents a class from Part 2 of the
specification and identified by its label. A diamond represents a relationship
where a diamond with a thick line represents a class of relationship. A (class
of) relationship has roles which are displayed by labeled arcs connected to the
diamond, e.g., “part” and “whole” are the two roles of the relationship “com-
position of individual”. A symbol with prefix # is a possible individual with a
temporal part, e.g., ”#Impeller S/N: XXX” is a possible temporal part with
identifier “Impeller S/N: XXX”. The remaining elements are classes identified
by their labels, e.g., “Pump Component Class”. The arrows from the boxes to
other elements indicate instantiation.

2.3 Application of multi-level modeling on the OGI pilot

One of the goals of the application of multi-level modeling is to separate a
flat RDL model into linguistic and ontological dimensions. The two-level RDL
model is a flat model in a sense that it contains a mixture of linguistic and
ontological elements. The separation of (linguistic and ontological) concerns is
achieved by applying the OMLM framework. For example, Jordan et al. [37]
applied rules to the ISO 15926 specification for the transformation of the flat
model into a multi-level model. One of those rules assigns a model level accord-
ing to the prefix of a class label, e.g., “class of composition” is an instance of
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“class of class of composition” and removes the prefix “class of ” to simplify
the notation. Fig. 1b shows the result of applying those rules to the example
introduced above.

Some of the advantages of a multi-level model representation over the flat
model are: (1) distinguishing between the linguistic and ontological instance-
of relationships and concepts, (2) separation of concerns through multiple
levels making it easier for users to focus on particular aspects of the model,
(3) reduced complexity, and (4) clarified terminology which improves under-
standability. The reduced complexity is achieved not in number of modeling
elements, but in separating the linguistic and ontological elements and rela-
tionships that lead to efficient task distribution between the roles of model
developer and domain engineer. Additionally, complexity is reduced by orga-
nizing the hierarchical model structure as the same and intuitive as in the
underlying domain.

Legend: 

Ontological level 2 

Ontological level 3 

Ontological level 4 

Ontological level 1 

Ontological level 5 

Fig. 2: A pump and its related concepts are divided into ontological levels,
after applying multi-level modeling to RDL (ISO 15926-4)

As another example, the hierarchical structure of an industrial pump is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The pump is one of the building components in RDL.
Pumps are used in many complex physical systems like a cooling system or
refinery. In addition to Fig. 1b, Fig. 2 demonstrates a different perspective
on the application of multi-level modeling to the concept of a pump focusing
on its related hierarchical structure. All ontological “instance-of” relationships
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and classes (ontological levels 2-5) in Fig. 2 would be located in M2 and M1
levels of a flat model as the linguistic elements. Multi-level modeling places
these domain related concepts and relationships in the ontological dimension
by separating them from the linguistic elements. The elements that represent
the object-oriented modeling principles are considered as linguistic and the
rest represent domain related concepts as ontological elements (see Fig. 2).
Five ontological levels are introduced (by means of the ontological instance-of
relationships) to clarify the model. The semantics of multi-level modeling and
model inconsistencies are checked by verification rules.

A formal framework is required to verify the correctness properties of multi-
level models and to perform queries, for example, to support matching with
other standards and perform model transformations. The next section de-
scribes the semantics of the proposed OMLM framework.

3 Open multi-mevel modeling (OMLM) framework

As the name says, the OMLM framework presented in this paper is “open”
(in the sense that it allows a particular domain model to be plugged-in and
its implementation in a language of choice) and based on multi-level modeling
principles. As an example implementation language we use Flora-2, which is
discussed in Section 4. The OMLM framework distinguishes itself from exist-
ing approaches by the fact that it has a plugging mechanism for the domain
models with their own linguistic elements and considers an extra dimension,
a realization dimension. The realization dimension captures the concepts of
an implementation language at the model level and is not considered in exist-
ing approaches [13,52,54]. We first describe the framework and its application
workflow and then explain the semantics and user roles.

3.1 The OMLM meta-model

The meta-model of the OMLM framework with its plugged-in ISO 15926
classes is shown in Fig. 3. First we explain the meta-model, then discuss the
plug-in mechanism of the framework. The meta-model encompasses classes
covering three dimensions: (1) the linguistic dimension provides concepts re-
lated with grammar and syntax for defining ontological dimension model el-
ements. (2) Domain related concepts and relationships are involved in the
ontological dimension. (3) The concepts in these two dimensions are realized
or implemented by one or multiple concepts in the realization dimension. Fig. 3
shows a minimal realization dimension which consists of only a single concept,
object. Therefore, everything in the OMLM framework is represented as an
object.

The linguistic dimension of OMLM consists of the concept subclass hierar-
chy shown in Fig. 3. The concept at the top of the hierarchy is Instantiable
Element from which other concepts such as Clabject, Domain Connection
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Fig. 3: The meta-model of the OMLM framework with the plugged-in
ISO 15926 model (application settings)

and Domain Entity inherit. Potency based elements have been inspired by
related work [10,54] and represent the core modeling elements and relation-
ships. All subclasses of Instantiatable Element are considered as lin-
guistic elements.

All concepts of the ontological dimension are the linguistic instance-of the
elements in the linguistic dimension. The linguistic elements are the sub-
classes of Instantiatable Element. The ontological elements are the
subclasses of Ontological Element and linguistic instance-of Clabject.
The linguistic instance-of relationship between Ontological Element N
and ISO 15926 Class is a specialization of the linguistic instance-of rela-
tionship between Ontological Element and Instantiatable Element.

We briefly discuss the motivation and origin of the concepts in OMLM.
The framework centers on the notion of Instantiable Element, which is
the root element and superclass of all other concepts, such as Clabject and
Feature [10]. This notion means that a linguistic element can be linguisti-
cally instantiated into the ontological dimension. Potency represents the pos-
sible number of instantiations of a concept through ontological levels [54]. We
distinguish between single-potency, multi-potency and non-potency elements.
A single potency element can only be instantiated once. A multi-potency ele-
ment’s instance can be instantiated again. In contrast, A non-potency element
is used at any ontological level and is not ontologically instantiated. Inspired
by [10] and [54], we have combined Instantiable Element with the single,
multi and non-potency concepts and used them as the root triad of our frame-
work. All other concepts are categorized based on this triad. Note that within
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OMLM, unbounded potency (i.e. models can be extended over an unlimited
number of classification levels) [11] is supported in the way that a rule au-
tomatically assigns/updates potency to all elements at the ontological levels.
The potency assignment rule runs after creating or updating model elements.

Classification and generalization (a.k.a. specialization) are the key relation-
ships of the OMLM framework and used across all ontological levels without
ontological instantiation. Classification represents an instance-of relationship
between an instance and its type, i.e. an instance is an instance-of or is classi-
fied by its type. OMLM distinguishes three types of classification: the linguis-
tic, ontological and realization. Generalization relationship is a relationship
between a generic and a specific model element. Clabject represents a dual
facet, class and object, of a concept, as introduced by Atkinson and Kühne [12].
Domain specific concepts and relationships are represented by the subclasses
of Clabject, the Domain Entity and Domain Connection elements re-
spectively. Feature element is similar to UML Features with Method and
Attribute subclasses.

Applying the OMLM framework. The OMLM framework is used in two
ways: without or with the plugged-in linguistic dimension. The majority of
domain models can be directly modeled by the elements of OMLM (see Fig. 3
except the plugged-in ISO 15926 classes outlined with dashed lines). These do-
main models do not need to plug their linguistic elements into OMLM, since
they are already addressed by the OMLM meta-model. However, some domain
models or application settings have their own linguistic elements in combi-
nation with domain elements used for a particular application. The plug-in
mechanism supports a connection created between the linguistic elements of a
domain model and the OMLM framework in the process of applying multi-level
modeling. A domain model is plugged into the framework by means of sub-
classing the elements of the linguistic dimension (see the plugged-in ISO 15926
classes in the box outlined with dashed lines in Fig. 3). The linguistic elements
of a domain model that are aligned with object-oriented modeling principles
are selected to be used as the classes in a linguistic plug-in to the OMLM
framework. The rest of the model elements are considered as ontological ele-
ments. The RDL use case represents such a domain model. This mechanism
is an advantage of the OMLM framework, which plugs a domain model with
specific linguistic elements into the framework, unlike in MetaDepth [44] and
Melanee [4] approaches.

Fig. 3 shows how the “ISO 15926 specific” linguistic model elements are
plugged into the OMLM meta-model (a box outlined with dash lines in Fig. 3).
Thing is the root element of the ISO 15926 hierarchy. It subdivides into physi-
cal and abstract things that are represented by Possible Individual and
Abstract Object. The ISO 15926 standard defines Possible Individual
as “a thing that exists in space and time”. In contrast, Abstract Object is
“a thing that does not exist in space-time” [36]. A key subclass of Abstract
Object is Class . All ontological elements are instances of Class, except the
ones at ontological level 1, which are instances of Possible Individual.
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Ontological elements are domain related concepts, specifically in case of ISO 15926,
they are engineering (oil and gas, construction, capital facility industry) con-
cepts.

3.2 The OMLM workflow

The OMLM can be applied in two ways to create a multi-level model in a
particular domain: one can create them by defining concepts and relation-
ships or transform them from already existing two-level models. The frame-
work supports both options. In case of creating a new model, a domain en-
gineer builds his/her domain model from the concepts and relationships in
the OMLM meta-model. Since all existing models are represented in two-level
models, the transformation of two-level models into multi-level ones would be
enormously helpful for successful adoption of multi-level modeling in academia
and industry. In this paper we focus on the process (workflow) for transform-
ing two-level models into multi-level models. The workflow elements and steps
are illustrated in Fig. 4. The concrete application of the workflow is discussed
in the implementation section, particularly in Section 4.2.
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Fig. 4: The OMLM workflow describes the steps for applying the framework
to a specific domain model

The conceptual view of the two-level to multi-level transformation frame-
work reflects the OMLM framework and distinguishes between the linguistic
and ontological transformations as illustrated in Fig. 4. While the source model
represents a two-level model, the target model represents a multi-level model
based on the linguistic (L), ontological (O) and realization (R) dimensions. In
addition, the linguistic and ontological transformations consist of identifica-
tion, mapping and transformation steps.

Firstly, within the linguistic transformation, some decisions are made to
identify linguistic elements in the identification stage. Usually the linguistic el-
ements are obvious, however sometimes because of diverse hierarchical domain
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structures it is not easy to identify them. The domain engineer can support
this decision stage. Secondly, based on the identification, the linguistic ele-
ments and primitive data types are mapped to the target linguistic dimension.
The mappings of the linguistic elements are specified manually, since they rely
on input from domain experts. Finally, the actual linguistic transformation is
performed in a transformation language (the top arrow in Fig. 4).

The ontological transformation proceeds in identical stages. Initially, a re-
lationship that divides the ontological dimension into levels should be de-
termined. Traditionally, it is the classification relationship, however some-
times it can be some other relationship. In ISO 15926, prefixing a class name
with classOf indicates an implicit change in levels [37]. For example, the
classOfXYZ class is assumed to be at one level above the class XYZ, even
though they are not connected with any instantiation relationship.

Similarly, the mappings are performed in the ontological context. Finally,
the ontological transformation splits the original models into ontological levels
based on the decided relationship. The generated multi-level model consists of
three dimensions: linguistic, ontological and realization (see Fig. 4).

3.3 The OMLM semantics

The semantics of a model are important for its modeling, implementation
and verification. Table 1 contains description of the core elements and struc-
ture of the framework. Table 2 describes the plugged-in (into the linguistic
dimension) ISO 15926 classes. We have decided to base the linguistic plug-
in on Thing, Class and Relationship concepts, since they contain do-
main related properties. For example, they have defaultRdsId and IdPCA
properties for Reference Data Service (RDS) and POSC Caesar Association
(PCA)3 related identification. These domain related properties could not be
generalized and introduced in Clabject concept.

3.4 User roles in the OMLM framework.

Different user roles are involved in the use case when using the OMLM frame-
work. The produced multi-level model is expected to be used from five user-
perspectives: operations and domain engineer, asset designer, model and lan-
guage developer. Fig. 5 illustrates these users in the context of the framework.

1. The operations engineer is responsible for daily operations of an engi-
neering asset, such as an oil platform or refinery. He/she uses the concrete
physical elements (e.g. PUMP XYZ 4785), as the instances of Possible
Individual, at the bottommost ontological level.

3 PCA promotes the development of open specifications to be used as stan-
dards for enabling the interoperability of data, software and related matters.
https://www.posccaesar.org/
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Table 1: Multi-level modeling semantics

No. Concept Description

1 Dimension Multi-level modeling is organized in three dimensions: realization, linguistic and on-
tological. They represent implementation, syntax & grammar and domain knowledge
perspectives, respectively. Each dimension is represented by its concepts (see Fig. 3).

2 Realization
dimension

realizes the multi-level modeling described in linguistic and ontological dimension.
The semantics of realization depend on the language used to implement the frame-
work.

3 Linguistic di-
mension

contains the syntax and grammar of the multi-level model. The linguistic model
elements are instantiated in the ontology dimension.

4 Ontological
dimension

represents the structural hierarchies of ontological elements and their relationships
in the underlying domain. The semantics of an ontological concept is specified by
its ontological types. The ontological dimension can have an arbitrary number of
ontological levels.

5 Realization
instance-of
relationship

is a cross-dimension instance-of relationship between an ontological or linguistic ele-
ment and an element in the realization dimension. For example, all ontological and
linguistic elements are objects (see Fig. 3).

6 Linguistic
instance-of
relationship

is a cross-dimension instance-of relationship from the ontological to linguistic ele-
ment. Each model element in the ontological dimension has a linguistic instance-of
relationship to a model element in the linguistic dimension.

Realization dimension concepts

7 Object It implements all linguistic and ontological elements. The property dimension char-
acterizes each element.

Linguistic dimension concepts

8 Instantiatable
element

represents the root element of the subclass hierarchy in the linguistic dimension and
is abstract.

9 Single-
potency
element

The instances of a single-potency element can only be instantiated once.

10 Multi-
potency
element

The instances of a multi-potency element are instantiated more than once. The num-
ber of multiple instantiations is defined by model element’s potency. One of the core
elements of multi-level modeling, the Clabject element is a subclass of multi-potency
element.

11 Non-potency
element

is used at any ontological level and is not ontologically instantiated. This element
is abstract and has the classification and generalization subclasses, which represent
relationship concepts in the ontological dimension.

12 Clabject An abstract concept, has a dual facet as a class/type and an object/instance. Its
instances at the topmost and bottommost ontological levels represent only class and
only object facet respectively. At the intermediate levels, all Clabject instances have
both facets. The subclasses of the Clabject element, Domain Entity and Domain
Connection represent the entities and relationships of the underlying application
domain [10].

13 Feature an abstract concept that is either a Method or an Attribute. Since it is a single-
potency element, it is instantiated only once. The Method concept was inspired by
MetaDepth [44]. A Method is instantiated as the same as method overriding. A
Method is defined at the top ontological level and is instantiated/called/overridden
at one of the bottom levels. MetaDepth has adapted EOL (a feature to define a
method on a global scope and attach methods to meta-class) to implement a method
overriding mechanism across meta-levels. When a method is called/ instantiated on
a model element, its type is looked up using dynamic dispatch. In Flora-2, method
instantiation can be supported by a rule for type lookup.

Ontological dimension concepts

14 Ontological
element

represents the elements used in the underlying domain. A linguistic instance-of an
element (e.g. Clabject) at the linguistic dimension.

15 Ontological
instance-of
relationship

an instance-of relationship between two ontological elements. Represents a type-
instance relationship between domain elements.

16 Ontological
level

(Not shown explicitly in Fig. 3) represents an abstraction level within the hierarchy
of domain concepts in the ontological dimension. Groups a set of ontological elements
which are at the same level of abstraction.

17 The
topmost-
level element

located at the topmost level of the ontological hierarchy and has the class facet only.

18 The
bottommost-
level element

located at the bottommost level of the ontological hierarchy and has the instance
facet only. Is not instantiated further. The bottommost ontological level is also called
as instance level within the RDL model.
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Table 2: Multi-level modeling semantics of the ISO 15926 standard

Concept Description

ISO 15926
Thing

Thing is the root element of the ISO 16926 data model. All model elements in
ISO 15926 are represented as the instances of Thing. It is subclassed into Possible
Individual and Abstract Object. The former represents a concrete object and is
only instantiated at the bottommost ontological level. The bottommost level elements
are instances of Possible Individual. Abstract Object represents an abstract
Thing and has a subclass Class that instantiates in the ontological dimension.

ISO 15926
Class

represents the elements of the domain. Can be instantiated at all ontological levels
except the bottommost level.

ISO 15926
Relationship

A specific class of Domain connection that defines a relationship between domain
elements.

Linguistic dimension 

Ontological  

dimension 

Realization dimension 

Plugged-in  

ISO 15926 classes        

ISO 15926 Designer 

Operations Engineer 

Domain Engineer 

Model Developer 

Language Developer 

Fig. 5: User roles in the OMLM framework.
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2. The domain engineer works at all ontological levels except the bottom-
most one. He/she designs the structural hierarchy of a domain model by using
the RDL elements. An example of such a domain model is observed in Fig. 2.

3. The ISO 15926 designer extends and updates the ISO 15926 standard.
This role can also perform tasks from the previous two roles. Depending on
the application, these three roles can be performed by a domain engineer.

4. The model developer designs and maintains the linguistic dimension of
the OMLM framework. He/she cooperates with the ISO 15926 designer and
the language developer to transfer the semantics and clarify the requirements
of the framework.

5. The language developer implements the model elements of the ontolog-
ical and linguistic dimension in a specific implementation platform/language,
for example in Flora-2 in our case.

Example 1 In order to illustrate the roles of involved users in the multi-level
modeling context better, consider an example of designing and operating a
concrete and complex piece of equipment. A debutanizer separates butane
from natural gas during the refining process. The process involves usage of
the pump model (Fig. 2). The operations engineer configures and operates the
instances of Possible Individual such as condenser, pump (PUMP XYZ
4785 in Fig. 2), separator and reboiler. The operational parameters and design
of the debutanizer are organized by the domain engineer, who also matches
the composing parts of the debutanizer (ontological levels 2-5 in Fig. 2). The
ISO 15926 designer makes sure that the debutanizer is designed from the
ISO 15926 model elements (the ISO 15926 specific elements in Fig. 5). The
model developer provides the multi-level modeling elements to model the debu-
tanizer. The debutanizer is modeled in a specific programming language by
the language developer (realization dimension in Fig. 5). Finally, the model is
implemented by a software developer (for the sake of brevity, this role is not
shown in Fig. 5).

4 Implementation of the OMLM framework in Flora-2

In this section, we first introduce Flora-2 briefly. We then describe an imple-
mentation of the OMLM framework in Flora-2. Afterwards, the workflow steps
to obtain a multi-level model from the original RDL model are discussed.

Flora-2 is an F-Logic dialect and we use F-Logic for several reasons. First,
because of its knowledge representation and reasoning features, and the fact
that its frame syntax is the core of the RIF-BLD dialect of the RIF (Rule
Interchange Format) Semantic Web standard. Most importantly in terms of
representation language choices, common Semantic Web languages such as
OWL or RDF are based on the Open World Assumption (OWA) due to their
original goal of permitting the free combination of arbitrary, independently
created knowledge fragments via the World Wide Web. Conversely, the Close
World Assumption (CWA) at the class level, as embedded in F-Logic and sim-
ilar object-rule or object-constraint languages, is significantly more conducive
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to represent and reason about technical systems in (in particular, large-scale)
design contexts, as demonstrated by real-world applications of such languages
to industrial configuration [26,58], business process design [48], and even natu-
ral language requirements engineering [56,42] using the OMG SBVR standard.
(It is worth re-emphasizing that the CWA applies only at the class level and
still permits the automated construction of arbitrarily large structures of F-
Logic instances.)

Flora-2 stands for F-Logic Translator [40] and has a simple and expressive
syntax with well-defined declarative and object-oriented frame-based seman-
tics. It is a unified language of F-logic, HiLog, Transaction Logic and defeasible
reasoning. It benefits from a natural way of meta-programming in the style of
HiLog and from logical updates in the style of Transaction Logic [40]. Flora-2
combines object-oriented frame based modeling with declarative style. It has
a higher-order syntax and a first-order semantics. It supports knowledge rep-
resentation features such as typing, object identity, complex objects, methods,
classes/ subclass hierarchy and modularization, and reasoning features such
as inheritance, meta-reasoning, rules, queries and scoped inference and clas-
sification [1]. It supports complex data/object structures that exactly match
with our use. These characteristics make it practical to apply to multi-level
modeling and verification.

Example 2 To introduce Flora-2 syntax, we represent the object elements of
the realization dimension as shown in Listing 1. It defines the mapping of the
realization dimension into Flora-2.

1 /** The Realisation dimension **/
2 Object[dimension*=>Dimension].
3 ontological:Dimension.
4 linguistic:Dimension.

Listing 1: The representation of the realization dimension in Flora-2

The Flora-2 object, named Object, has an inheritable (*=>) property
called dimension with a value Dimension (line 2). The ontological
and linguistic elements have the instance-of relationship (denoted by :)
with Dimension (lines 3-4), i.e. they are instances of Dimension. The
dimension property is used to identify all instances of Object.

The primitive data types of the OMLM framework reuse the datatypes of
Flora-2. They include different types such as long, integer, double,
decimal, string, symbol, object, time, date, dateTime

and duration. Within the OGI Pilot use case, EXPRESS data types (e.g.
ExpressBinary, ExpressInteger and ExpressString) are used in
the original ISO 15926 model. We transfer from them into Flora-2 primitive
data types.
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4.1 The OMLM implementation

Many modeling elements like objects, properties, inheritance, primitive data
types, predicates and rules are the built-in features of Flora-2. To support the
multi-level modeling semantics, we have implemented some features, such as
the linguistic, ontological and realization dimension, potency, potency assign-
ment mechanisms and relationships. We introduce two key relationships in this
subsection, particularly the linguistic and ontological classifications (instance-
of) relationship.

Linguistic instance-of relationship: a linguistic relationship between a
type and its instance. We introduced a new operator, the ‘<:’ to represent the
relationship. It was introduced as an operator that bonds its two arguments.
The operator is used between two arguments in a statement (e.g. PUMP<:
CLABJECT.).

Ontological instance-of relationship: an ontological relationship be-
tween a type and its instance. It is denoted by ‘<::’. Similarly, the operator
is introduced by ‘:-_op()’ statement.

4.2 Application of the OMLM workflow

The workflow described in Section 3.2 is applied to the use case introduced
in Section 2. The result of application of the workflow is shown in Fig. 6.
The RDL model elements are referred by their types in the data model. To
transform the two-level ISO 15926 model into a multi-level model, we split
the transformation into two separate steps: syntactical and the two level to
multi-level model transformations (see Fig. 6). The latter one is performed
by means of a model transformation framework also implemented in Flora-2.
The generated multi-level model is verified in Section 5.

4.3 Syntactical transformation

The syntactical transformation mapped the ISO 15926 model represented in
OWL/RDF format into an intermediate representation in Flora-2 (see example
in Fig. 7). The mapping uses a visitor pattern to visit the hierarchies of the
model elements via the parsing and rendering features of the OWL Java API
[34]. The classes and individuals of ISO 15926 are mapped into Flora-2 objects
with the standard Flora-2 instance-of (denoted by ‘:’) relationship. The one-
to-one mapping can be observed between property and value elements in Fig. 7.

While we use the transformation on the RDL model,the source model
can be any model that conforms to the ISO 15926 specification. The tar-
get model is generated as Flora-2 facts in the form obj[prop->value]. For
the sake of identification, traceability and change propagation, we used the
defaultRdsId and hasIdPCA properties of classes. They uniquely identify
each class used in the model. In the next stage, we consider to transform a
two-level into a multi-level model.
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Fig. 6: Implementation scenario of the multi-level modeling

1 <part2:PossibleIndividual>
2 <rdl:hasIdPCA>RDS331081291</rdl:hasIdPCA>
3 <rdfs:label>ryland</rdfs:label>
4 <rdl:hasDesignation>ryland</rdl:hasDesignation>
5 <rdl:hasStatus>Recorded</rdl:hasStatus>
6 <rdl:hasCreator>ryland</rdl:hasCreator>
7 <rdl:hasCreationDate>2006.12.11</rdl:hasCreationDate>
8 </part2:PossibleIndividual>

1 RDS331081291:PossibleIndividual.
2 RDS331081291[label->"ryland"].
3 RDS331081291[hasDesignation->"ryland"].
4 RDS331081291[hasCreator->"ryland"].
5 RDS331081291[hasCreationDate->"2006.12.11"].
6 RDS331081291[hasStatus->"Recorded"].
7 RDS331081291[hasIdPCA->’RDS331081291’].

Fig. 7: Syntactic transformation example

4.4 The two-level to multi-level model transformation

The second transformation stage transforms the two-level model into a multi-
level model. Both the source and target models are represented in Flora-2.
The target model is generated by means of a transformation framework. It
realizes mappings from the source (two-level) to target (multi-level) model
and is illustrated conceptually in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8: The two-level to multi-level model transformation framework

The transformation framework is implemented in Flora-2 rules. These rules
consist of a head and a body part (e.g. rule head(p1,p2) :- body). The
head consists of the name and parameters of a transformation rule. The body
comprises of the source, target and post-condition. The conditions and pat-
terns that should be matched in the source model are addressed in the source
model section of the transformation rule (as shown in Fig. 8). The facts that
are added to the target model, as a result of a match in the source model sec-
tion, take place in the target model section, while the post-condition section
contains the conditions that should be satisfied after the rule has been applied.

The transformation framework has been designed in a modular way so that
different transformation rules can be applied (Fig. 8). Each transformation
rule specifies the transformation from a two level specification to a multi-level
specification in a declarative way. Two example transformations are provided
below.

Example 3 The transformation in Listing 2 converts a classification relation-
ship into an ontological instance-of relationship in the ontological dimension.
As shown, the TransfClassif transformation rule has four parameters
(line 1). It fetches any instances of the classification relationship such that
the hasClassified and hasClassifier properties match the respective
parameters in the source model. For each matched instance, the transforma-
tion rule adds Classified and Classifier objects and associates them
with the ontological instance-of relationship (’<::’) in the target model. The
source and target models are stored in separate Flora-2 modules (reusable code
libraries) indicated by the respective variables (?SourceM and ?TargetM ).

1 %TransfClassif(?Classified, ?Classifier, ?SourceM, ?TargetM) :-
2 ?_CI[hasClassified->?Classified,
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3 hasClassifier->?Classifier]@?SourceM,
4 insert{ (?Classified<::?Classifier)@?TargetM }.

Listing 2: A transformation of a classification relationship

Example 4 Similarly, the transformation of a specialization relationship is il-
lustrated in Listing 3. This rule introduces a specialization relationship (de-
noted by the :: operator) between a subclass represented by variable ?Sub
and a superclass represented by ?Sup (line 4).

1 TransformSpecialization(?Sub, ?Sup, ?SourceModule, ?TargetModule) :-
2 ?_SI:Specialization[hasSubclass->?Sub,
3 hasSuperclass->?Sup]@?SourceModule,
4 insert{(?Sub::?Sup)@?TargetModule}.

Listing 3: A transformation of a specialization relationship

As a summary, a two-level model has been transformed to a multi-level
one through two subsequent transformations. The first one transforms into
a flat two-level representation (1:1 mapping) in Flora-2, and the second one
into a multi-level model. The multi-level model will be used for querying and
verification purposes in the next section.

5 Querying and verification

The querying and verification activities can be performed at all levels of on-
tological abstraction, and linguistic dimension. The advantage of having all
models in a single knowledge base, like in the case of Flora-2 is that they
are accessed, queried or used by the verification and transformation rules at
any ontological level. Verification of correctness properties is performed by the
MULti-LEvel Reasoner (MULLER) framework. Querying and verification are
performed without changing the context to a specific ontological level.

Setting the context to a particular ontological level is a good idea if one
needs to access model elements in that particular ontological level. If queries
and verification rules involve accessing elements and relationships from upper
or lower meta-levels, for example in verifying the level-skipping classification
or cross-level generalization relationships (see Section 5.2), then the restricted
scope will be a limitation. The OMLM and MULLER frameworks support
both restricted and entire scope options.

Different querying and verification tasks are performed:

– Querying the linguistic and ontological instantiation, and generalization
(specialization) hierarchy of the model elements;

– Querying the composing parts of the engineering elements, e.g. a pump is
a component of a combustion engine;
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– Detecting inconsistencies by verifying the correctness properties. For in-
stance, the ontological level-skipping and cyclic relationships can be de-
tected by respective verification rules.

In this section, the reasoning features of Flora-2, such as querying and ver-
ification have been applied to the target multi-level model. We firstly demon-
strate how to query objects and then how to verify correctness of a model.

5.1 Querying in the OMLM framework

The ontological level elements and their properties are extracted by means of
querying. An ontological level can be extracted into a separate Flora-2 module
to restrict the scope of querying and verification. The whole multi-level model
is stored in the knowledge base and is available for querying or extraction.
The scope of queries and verification rules covers all ontological levels and the
linguistic dimension.

A knowledge base is built from the facts (e.g. pump[part->impeller].)
and is easily queried. There are different ways to query a knowledge base in
Flora-2 as illustrated in Listing 4.

1 ?- ?X<:PossibleIndividual.
2 ?- RDS999869206<:?Y.
3 ?- ?X[hasDesignation->"PUMP"].
4 ?- RDS999869206 <:: ?Y.
5 ?- ?X <:: RDS208394.
6 ?- ?X <:: ?Y[hasDesignation->"ROTATING MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT CLASS"].
7 ?- ?X[hasClassOfWhole->’RDS277244’]@rdl.
8 ?- ?X[hasClassOfWhole->RDS277244[label->?L]]@rdl.
9 ?- ?errors = setof {?_error |

10 subsequent_potency(?_X,?_Y),
11 ?_error=[?_X,?_Y]},
12 ?errors.length@_basetype=?number_of_violations.

Listing 4: Queries in Flora-2

Lines 1-2 in Listing 4 demonstrate the linguistic instance-of relationship
(<:) from two perspectives. Line 1 queries an element that is the linguis-
tic instance-of PossibleIndividual. Line 2 queries from the opposite
perspective to find out what the linguistic instance of the model element
RDS999869206 is. In the same way, lines 4-5 query for the model element
that connects with ontological instance-of (<::) relationship. Line 3 queries a
model element (?X) which has the hasDesignation property that is equal
to PUMP. Similarly, lines 7-8 will retrieve a model element which has the
hasClassOfWhole property with a value of RDS277244. In addition, line 8
will display a label of the value, which will result with COOLING SYSTEM. The
last query in lines 9-12, will display an error set and number of violations of
subsequent potency verification rule. This rule makes sure that potency
numbering of model elements is in subsequent order. We will continue with
describing verification rules in the next subsection.
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5.2 Model verification by the MULLER framework

The MULLER framework provides a list of correctness properties for multi-
level modeling, and corresponding rules to verify these properties. Before con-
tinuing on model verification, we wish to clarify its meaning, since there are
ambiguous interpretations in the literature. Other works use different terms
including consistency and integrity checking, validation, well-formedness and
satisfiability [47,24,33,30,41]. In our paper, we support González and Cabot’s
[30] interpretation and define model verification as the usage of formal meth-
ods to achieve model correctness. The scope of models being verified is limited
to structural (static) models. The verification rules are aimed to find the in-
consistencies in the ISO 15926 specification according to the semantics of the
object-oriented modeling and OMLM framework. For example, the verifica-
tion rules include consistency, well-formedness, integrity and multiplicity con-
straint checks. They are all expressed as Flora-2 rules. Domain specific (e.g.
ISO 15926) correctness properties, such as a pump should contain an impeller,
can be assessed by rules.

Taking into account an arbitrary number of classification levels and the size
of RDL model (618,403 model elements), model correctness becomes critically
important. Here we demonstrate some rules to verify the accuracy of models.

The properties we intent to verify are the cross-level, potency and unique-
ness principles, well-formedness (e.g. conformance and completeness) and other
properties as listed in Table 3. To verify cross-level relationship we check if
they skip or cross the ontological levels.

The conformance and completeness properties are based on the meta-model
conformance principle. However, the list is not complete and other perspec-
tives of multi-level semantics [24,32] can be verified. The cross-level verification
rules detect an error when these rules succeed, whereas the conformance and
completeness, and potency and uniqueness verification rules find an error in
case of failure of these rules. The linguist dimension constraints and domain
specific verification rules consider both result options (see Table 3). The verifi-
cation rules can include the integrity constraints of the underlying domain. For
example, in the ISO 15926 case, the additional range restriction constraints
are represented as first-order logic axioms, which can be directly transferred
to Flora-2 rules.
To demonstrate the verification of the properties in Flora-2, the listings for ver-
ification rules are provided for some properties in Table 3. The first three rules
address cross-level, followed by potency based and violation metrics properties.

Listing 5 represents a verification rule to find classification (instance-of)
relationships that cross ontological levels. The level-skipping ontological clas-
sification (Property 1 in Table 3), which contradicts multi-level modeling se-
mantics. In the context of the example (Fig. 2), PUMP cannot be an instance of
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION CLASS or JORD BACKGROUND ONTOLOGY CLASS.
The rule finds an object (?X) that has an ontological class (?Y) at more than
one (lines 5-6) ontological level above. The negation operator is denoted by
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Table 3: Verification properties in multi-level modeling

No Verification property Description
Cross-level verification

1 Level-skipping ontolog-
ical classification

Ontological classification can only exist between objects at adjacent
ontological levels and not if the instance-of relationship crosses more
than one level. A model element can only be an instance of an element
from the adjacent meta-level above.

2 Cross-level ontological
generalization

Generalization relationship connects model elements at the same on-
tological level.

3 Cross-level ontological
composition

A model element can be composed from model elements at the same
ontological level.

Conformance and completeness verification
4 Linguistic conformance A model element linguistically conforms to its linguistic type. That

means it is an instance of its linguistic type.
5 Ontological confor-

mance
A model element conforms to its ontological type, i.e. it is an onto-
logical instance of its type.

6 Ontological model ele-
ment completeness

A domain specific model consists of a set of elements. An instance
of that model should have the instances for all elements in the set.
Completeness holds if all elements in the set are instantiated.

7 Ontological level com-
pleteness

Similar to model element completeness, except the model element set
covers all model elements at an ontological level. Completeness/cov-
erage ratio depends on the number of instantiated model elements at
an ontological level.
Potency and uniqueness verification

8 Unique linguistic in-
stantiation

Each model element in the ontological dimension can only instantiate
a single linguistic model element

9 Subsequent potencies The model potencies in adjacent ontological levels should have subse-
quent order. This rule is applied only for the transformed models.

10 Generalization involves
elements at the same
ontological level

Model elements at both ends of a generalization relationship must be
at the same ontological level regardless of their potencies.

11 Composition ends are
elements at the same
ontological level

A composition relationship is allowed between a part and whole ele-
ments at the same ontological level.

Metrics and other verification properties
12 Number of verification

errors(violations)
Count the number of occurrences of a particular verification violation

13 Cyclic generalization
(subclass) relationship

A violation that represents a sequence of sub-classes that end up with
the original superclass.

14 Linguistic dimension
constraints

The linguistic constraints of a particular ontological model

15 Domain specific verifi-
cation properties

Verification rules (constraints) related to model elements in the onto-
logical dimension.

“\+” symbol in Flora-2. Since the bottommost ontological level starts with
potency zero, the potency of an element at the next ontological level (line 4)
is greater than the current one (line 3 and 5). By executing this verification
rule, one can check whether a particular or any model element is connected
to an incorrect relationship. It is used to detect inconsistencies in multi-level
models, especially the ones that are transformed from two-level models.

1 levelSkippingOntolClassification(?X, ?Y):-
2 ?X <:: ?Y,
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3 ?X[potency->?_XP],
4 ?Y[potency->?_YP],
5 (?_YP > ?_XP),
6 \+(?_YP = ?_XP + 1).

Listing 5: The verification rule for the level-skipping ontological classification
property in Flora-2

Generalization relationship connects model elements at the same ontolog-
ical level (rule 2 in Table 3). For example, PUMP cannot have generalization
and composition relationships with ROTATING MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
(Fig. 2), since both relationships cross ontological levels. The cross-level on-
tological generalization rule in Listing 6 checks whether this object-oriented
principle is violated . The first part (lines 1-3) checks whether ?X and ?Y are
connected by generalization(::) and ontological classification (<::) at the
same time. The next part checks potencies (lines 6-9). Lines 5-9 deal with
the case, where a multi-level model is transformed from a two-level model.
Lines 1-3 deal with the case, where a new model created based on a plain
multi-level model implies coherent potency, since the potency is decreased in
every instantiation of an element.

1 clog(?X, ?Y):-
2 ?X :: ?Y,
3 ?X <:: ?Y.
4
5 clog(?X,?Y):-
6 ?X :: ?Y,
7 ?X[potency->?_XP],
8 ?Y[potency->?_YP],
9 \+(?_YP = ?_XP).

Listing 6: The verification rule of the cross-level ontological generalization

The cross-level ontological composition rule is similar with Listing 6. It
checks whether ?X has a composition relationship (?X[?hasPart->?Y] and
?X[?hasWhole->?Y]) with ?Y across ontological levels. One of the impor-
tant reasoning features of Flora-2 is that while the violations for specific model
elements are detected by providing their names as arguments, the violations
of any model elements in the whole knowledge base (model) are identified by
using ?X and ?Y variables, without providing their values.

Model elements at both ends of a generalization and composition relation-
ship must be at the same ontological level, regardless of their potencies. In
the context of the example, ISO 15926 CLASS OF CLASS and INDUSTRY
ASSOCIATION CLASS must be at the same ontological level to be involved
in a generalization relationship.

1 ?X <:: ?Y :-
2 _isbasefact(?X<::?_Z),
3 ?_Z<::?Y,
4 ?Y \= _object.
5 same_level_generalization(?X,?Y) :-
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6 (?X[potency->?_PX]) :: (?Y[potency->?_PY]),
7 ?X <:: (?_XC[potency->?_PXC]),
8 ?Y <:: (?_YC[potency->?_PYC]),
9 ?_XC :: ?_YC,

10 (?_PXC-?_PX) == (?_PYC-?_PY).

Listing 7: The verification rule for generalization (property 10 in Table 3)

Listing 7 checks whether the elements taking part in a generalization rela-
tionship (line 6) are at the same ontological level (lines 7-10). In order to detect
whether the ends of a generalization relationship are at the same ontological
level, the verification rule looks for any generalization relationship between the
classifiers of both elements in their ontological classification hierarchy (lines 7-
9). If it is found, the rule determines the distances (number of ontological
instantiations) to the classifier classes (line 10). If the distances are equal, the
involved model elements are at the same level (line 10). If no generalization
relationship is found between the classifier classes, then the rule cannot decide
whether they are at the same ontological level. For the sake of this verification
rule (Listing 7), transitive ontological classification is implemented (lines 1-4).
It means when one queries the ontological instances or classes of an element, it
returns all elements in the ontological classification hierarchy of that element.
The transitive ontological classification can be assigned a different operator in
case of need; however we use the default operator in Listing 7 for the sake of
simplicity. The unary predicate isbasefact is used to query Flora-2 facts
(line 2). The transitive rule fetches all intermediate instances of the top clas-
sifier (lines 2-3), except the root Flora-2 object (line 4). The ‘not equal to’
sign is denoted by ‘\=’ operator in Flora-2 (line 4).

1 subsequent potency(?X, ?Y):-
2 ?X <:: ?Y,
3 ?X[potency->?_PX],
4 ?Y[potency->?_PY],
5 ?_Z is ?_PX + 1,
6 ?_PY \= ?_Z.

Listing 8: The verification rule for subsequent potencies of the adjacent
elements (property 9 in Table 3)

The subsequent potency verification rule (Listing 8) checks for sequencing
between potencies of the elements at the adjacent meta-levels. First it get the
potencies (lines 4-5) of the adjacent elements that are related with ontological
classification (line 3). Afterwards the potency of the instance is incremented
by one (line 6) and the result checked for equality with the potency of its
ontological type (line 7).

1 ?- ?errors = setof {?_error |
2 subsequent_potency(?_X,?_Y),
3 ?_error=[?_X,?_Y]},
4 ?errors.length@_basetype=?N_violations.

Listing 9: Number of verification errors/violations (property 12 in Table 3)
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Lastly, Listing 9 demonstrates a query to count number of errors that
violate the subsequent potency verification rule.

6 Evaluation

The cost-effective computation and accurate results of transformation and
verification rules make them feasible in an industrial context. The evaluation
is addressed from five perspectives: performance, scalability, algorithmic im-
provements, ontological level identification and the inconsistencies within the
RDL model in the respective subsections.

The evaluation is performed in the context of the use case. The rule execu-
tion and performance analysis were conducted in a regular desktop machine,
since our approach can be performed on the local machines of the domain
engineers. The machine for evaluation had an Intel Core i5 3.40GHz processor
with 8GB of memory running Flora-2 version 0.99.5 on Windows 7 Enterprise.
The performance measurements were performed several times (3-4 times) and
the resulting average time and memory size was reported.

6.1 Performance

The goal of the performance subsection is to show the feasibility of the imple-
mentation in Flora-2 since querying and verification rule implementation in
Flora-2 is known to be challenging [17]. The reasoning engine can face memory
limitations if the inference features of the engine are not used carefully. The
inference engine can be delayed by different causes such as delayed subgoals,
recursive predicates, negations and tabling [40]. In addition, we have identified
the implementation and performance challenges and addressed them with the
efficient algorithmic improvements in Section 6.3.

The performance of our approach has been evaluated based on time and
memory consumption of the rules to demonstrate and improve the implemen-
tation. We empirically evaluated our approach on the real-world ISO 15926
model with the general performance demonstrated in Table 4. The compilation
times do not include the verification time.

The first stage of the execution, the syntactic model transformation, took
more time (approximately 2 minutes) to load the model than the actual trans-
formation (8.82 seconds) with reasonable memory consumption (1136 MB).
The transformation into the multi-level model took 59 seconds for the clas-
sification (44 seconds) and specialization (15 seconds) transformations and
only 53 ms to load the RDL facts in memory. Notably, it took 58 minutes
to compile the whole static RDL (consisting of 2,885,196 F-Logic facts). The
extended compilation or loading time is an implementation limitation of the
(Flora-2) compiler, not the framework and is linear in the number of facts
(roughly 1.2ms in average to compile a single fact). However the whole RDL
model must only be compiled once; specific transformation instances would
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Table 4: Empirical evaluation of the use case

Performance criteria Results

The syntactic model transformation

Number of processed objects 618,403
Number of processed properties 2,266,793
Time spent to load the model 116 seconds
OWL/RDF to Flora-2 transformation time 8.82 seconds
Memory cost of transformation 1,136MB

The two-level to multi-level model transformation

Model size 2,885,196 facts
Whole Reference Library(RDL) compile time 58 minutes
Loading time of Flora-2 facts 53 ms
Memory cost of loading 2.5GB
TransformClassification execution time 44 seconds
TransformSpecialization execution time 15 seconds

(a) Transformation time versus model size (b) Memory cost versus model size

Fig. 9: Transformation time and memory cost increase linearly with model size

be model fragments of smaller size that can rely on the already transformed
and compiled RDL for the verification of correctness properties. The reasoners
distinguish between load time and querying (reasoning) time if applications
frequently operate on preloaded ontologies or models, where load time can be
neglected [16].

6.2 Scalability

The scalability of our approach has been evaluated in transformation time and
memory consumption. In order to observe the behavior of the measures we have
gradually increased the model size as illustrated in Fig. 9. Transformation time
and memory usage shows a stable linear behavior as model size increases.

The syntactic transformation performance showed a linear tendency for
both transformation time and memory usage. The RDL model that consists
of 618,403 objects was transformed into Flora-2 facts in 8.8 seconds.
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(a) Compile time in Flora-2 versus model size(b) Loading time in Flora-2 versus model size

Fig. 10: Compile and loading times of the multi-level models

A similar linear trend is observed in the two-level to multi-level transfor-
mation as illustrated in Fig. 10. The trend applies to both compilation and
execution time. To optimize the memory usage and compile time, the original
model has been split into smaller chunks, so that it takes less total time to
compile several chunks of the file. The model was split automatically by a data
extraction tool, the AWK. The loading time is much faster and shows linear
behavior as well.

The memory cost during loading of the multi-level model into Flora-2 shows
linear behavior as well, consuming up to 2.5 MB of RAM. The actual trans-
formation to the multi-level model was faster, requiring 44 seconds for the
TransformClassification and 15 seconds for TransformSpecialization
transformation rules, consuming 2.5GB of RAM.

6.3 Algorithmic improvements

The verification and transformation rules took reasonable amount of time
(upto 44 seconds for TransformClassification rule) when we increased model
size. In order to improve the performance of rules further, we decided to de-
tect condition statements that cost more time to process and then to refactor
their algorithms. During analysis, we detected time consuming statements by
applying the following four algorithmic techniques:

– Negation avoidance - Negations that are used in rules and queries consume
more time than non-negation statements. The negation operation must
consider all possible solutions (state space) in order to verify the negation
condition. By avoiding explicit negation operations, the performance has
been notably increased.

– Tabling avoidance - Generally, tabling (caching) improves the performance
of rules and queries. However, when dealing with large models, tabling can
take a significant amount of memory. Furthermore, we had limited memory
available for experiments, specifically particularly 8 GB of RAM. Since
rules and queries table all possible inferences and intermediate results, the
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maximum amount of memory can be filled up quickly, which leads to delays
in rule executions.

– Recursion avoidance - Similar to tabling, recursion generally improves per-
formance, particularly the speed of queries and rules. However, recursive
predicates can quickly increase memory usage when they are used with
large models. Memory overflow causes reduction in query and rule execu-
tion speed. In addition, existence of circular relationships can be checked
beforehand.

– Usage of isbasefact() predicate - The isbasefact() predicate in
Flora-2 considers only the base fact without its inferences. It saves process-
ing time of a rule or a query that would be spent to check inferences. For
example, it avoids checking all instances in a classification relationship.

Fig. 11: Transformation rule execution time before (the top line) and after
(the bottom line) the algorithmic improvement

The performance of rule and query execution has been significantly im-
proved after applying these four techniques. A particular improvement exam-
ple of a classification transformation that split the RDL model into ontological
levels is illustrated in Fig. 11. It demonstrates rule execution time before and
after applying the four optimization techniques. Overall, execution time was
roughly halved.

6.4 Level identification

In this subsection we evaluate the two-level to multi-level model transforma-
tion. We demonstrate the occurrence of example model elements on particular
ontological levels as a result of the transformation in Table 5.

Each entry on the right hand side of the table lists the number of instances
of the class labeling the row at particular level. It becomes clear that the lev-
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Table 5: Ontological levels and number of elements at each level

Ontological levels

Elements 1 2 3

PossibleIndividual 44
ClassOfIndividual 41,937
ClassOfClass 14,348
Relationship 118
ClassOfRelationship 79,226
ClassOfClassOfRelationship 394

els partition the set of all instances of the classes of the original (two-level)
model. For example, there are only 44 instances of PossibleIndividual
at ontological level 1, since RDL focuses at level 2 or higher. Users of the
RDL then instantiate and use these reference data. Most of the elements
are located at ontological level 2, which is the most used level of the RDL.
ClassOfClass instances are located at the top level. Some of them classify
other ClassOfClass instances by being in circular relationship to themselves
(not a result of our modeling decisions but so established by the ISO 15926
standard). The relationships in the RDL are mostly located at level 2, since
that level contains the majority of other elements. The relationships establish
links within level 2 and between elements of levels 2 and 3. In particular, the
ClassOfClassOfRelationship links ClassOfClass elements together.
A small number of ClassOfClassOfRelationship versus a large number
of ClassOfClass indicates that the rest of the ClassOfClass elements
connect with ClassOfIndividual elements.

6.5 Inconsistencies in the RDL (ISO 15926) model

The verification rules are also used to find the inconsistencies in the RDL
model. The inconsistencies are the cases which contradicts with the semantic
of the OMLM. The following inconsistencies have been found:

– naming inconsistencies in the names of model elements. The CLASS and
CLASS OF CLASS suffixes are not consistent, for example one can come
across with the model elements with the CLASS and CLASS OF CLASS
suffixes at the same ontological levels (see Fig. 2). Within the OMLM these
CLASS suffixes are redundant;

– cyclic subclass relationships;
– cross-level ontological classification relationships.

1 /** Results for the cyclic subclass relationship verification **/
2 Found cyclic subclass relationship (?X::?X) => RDS574954291
3 Found cyclic subclass relationship (?X::?X) => RDS22601516315
4 Found cyclic subclass relationship (?X::?X) => RDS16764854
5 Found cyclic subclass relationship (?X::?X) => RDS61133327145
6 Found cyclic subclass relationship (?X::?X) => RDS61133327159
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7 # cyclic subclasses found => 5

Listing 10: The results of the cyclic subclass relationship verification rule

The verification results of the cyclic subclass relationship rule (Rule 13,
Table 3) are shown in Listing 10. The verification rule has found five RDL
elements with cyclic subclass relationships.

Ontological level 2 

Ontological level 3 

Ontological level 4 

Ontological level 1 

Ontological level 5 

Fig. 12: A level-skipping ontological classification in the RDL

As another example of inconsistency, Fig. 12 demonstrates a violation, de-
tected by the level-skipping ontological classification verification rule (Rule 1,
Table 3). In the original RDL model, ARTEFACT has an instance-of relationship
with JORD BACKGROUND ONTOLOGY CLASS. This classification relationship
is illegal by our rules, since it is crossing two ontological levels (ontological
levels 3 and 4 in Fig. 12). It indicates that ARTEFACT element is categorized
by JORD BACKGROUND ONTOLOGY CLASS ontology. These types of relation-
ships can be renamed as categorization relationships to separate them from
classification relationships. These inconsistencies can be shared with the RDL
designers, so that more precise and accurate versions will be produced.
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7 Related work

Related work has been analyzed from the different research perspectives of
this paper. These perspectives are:

1. multi-level modeling for data interoperability;
2. usage of multi-level modeling in different standards and domains;
3. comparison between linguistic dimension(meta-model)s of multi-level ap-

proaches;
4. support for transformation in multi-level environment;
5. multi-level modeling frameworks;
6. model verification approaches.

The perspectives are addressed in the respective subsections.

7.1 Multi-level modeling for data interoperability

Within the context of this paper, the scope of the concept of interoperability
is considered at three levels of granularity: (1) interoperability requirements
and solutions, (2) interoperability in MDE and (3) multi-level modeling for
data interoperability.

Fig. 13: The positioning of our approach within the framework for enterprise
interoperability requirements - adapted from [22]

The first level was analyzed by a framework for enterprise interoperabil-
ity requirements [22]. The framework analyzed the interoperability in three
dimensions: the views, categories and life cycles as illustrated in Fig. 13. The
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views represent the impact domains (levels) of a problem of interoperability.
These are the enterprise domains, namely business, process, service and data.
The categories represent the abstraction levels of the interoperability, which
are conceptual, technological and organizational. The last life cycle dimension
represents the maturity levels of interoperability: compatibility, interoperation,
autonomy and reversibility. Interoperability requirements are formed based on
these dimensions. Our approach is positioned at the ”data × compatibility ×
conceptual and technological“ coordinate as illustrated in Fig. 13. Our view
is focused on data interoperability. We cover both the conceptual and tech-
nological categories by means of the OMLM and MULLER frameworks, and
the implementation in Flora-2. At the moment, our approach is positioned
at the compatibility stage of the interoperability life cycle (axis), where the
compatibility between different representations of the ISO 15926 standard is
considered.

The second level of granularity is the interoperability within MDE. Recent
review work [29] has systematically analyzed interoperability approaches in the
MDE community. The authors consider the previously identified interoperabil-
ity features for model-driven development processes, such as the management
of heterogeneity and interoperability verification. In addition, they extracted
features such as meta-extensions, model-weaving and pivot artifact. These fea-
tures are used to design MDE oriented interoperability framework, where the
interoperability levels are defined based on the abstraction levels, namely spec-
ification and execution. These interoperability levels correspond to the cate-
gories dimension of the framework for enterprise interoperability requirements
[22]. The pivot artifact is important, since its usage corresponds to 72,7% of
the total studies analyzed [29]. It is an intermediate artifact (a meta-model or
ontology) to perform the interchange of information. The authors suggested to
use the meta-model pivots to manage the structural heterogeneities and con-
sider usage of ontologies for discovering semantic equivalences. As suggested,
our approach uses (multi-level) meta-model pivots to manage structural hier-
archies of the OGI Pilot.

Interoperability by means of multi-level modeling is the most granular level
of the interoperability within the context of this research. The Open Data as
a Service (ODaaS) approach uses multi-level modeling to construct open data
applications [51]. The architecture of the approach consists of a set of domain
models and meta-models, a library of ‘injectors’ to import data from hetero-
geneous sources, and a REST-based API to provide access to the models for
users or domain specific applications. The domain descriptions are the classifi-
cation of concepts and their successive refinements by means of the multi-level
modeling. The data modeling is organized based on the generic and domain
(meta-)models. The challenges in definitions of data domains and categories
are resolved by multi-level modeling. The approach uses the MetaDepth tool
[44] to support multi-level modeling. Similarly, our approach also applies multi-
level modeling to data interoperability in the OGI Pilot. It reorganizes the
domain knowledge by means of the OMLM framework to simplify the domain
knowledge.
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7.2 Usage of multi-level modeling in different standards and domains

In order to offer multi-level modeling as a solution in a specific case, one needs
to know when and how to apply it in practice. In de Lara et al. [46], the authors
determined five different multi-level patterns to analyze their occurrences in
the meta-models from different domains to decide whether the application of
multi-level modeling is beneficial. These patterns are the type-object, dynamic
feature addition, dynamic auxiliary domain concepts, relation configurator
and element classification. The majority of the pattern occurrences are found
in the software architecture and enterprise/process modeling domains. As an
example for the latter domain, multi-level modeling is suggested as the best
solution for language extension in [6]. It addresses an ongoing extension of
languages and services to support the continuously evolving customized views
of enterprise systems. The mentioned software engineering domains are the
traditional example and application domains. Multi-level modeling has the
potential to be used not only in traditional application areas, such as software
architecture and enterprise modeling, where many problems are intrinsically
multi-level [46], but also in non-traditional domains, such as in the oil and gas
industry. Our approach exemplifies the application of multi-level modeling to
the latter non-traditional domain. Similar to the software engineering domains,
the underlying ISO 15926 (meta-)model contains the type-object patterns. The
rest of the patterns are not found in ISO 15926, however, tool support can be
provided by Flora-2 by introducing particular rules.

7.3 Comparison between linguistic dimensions (meta-models) of multi-level
approaches

The linguistic dimensions used by the various multi-level modeling approaches
differ in a variety of ways. The linguistic dimension of the OMLM (Fig. 3) was
inspired by the dimensions of the popular multi-level modeling tools, Mela-
nee [4] and MetaDepth [44]. In particular, single (attribute-like) and multi-
potency (clabject-like) elements correspond to the respective elements in the
deep meta-modeling approach [44,54]. A Clabject can be instantiated a sin-
gle time at the specified metalevel and a number of times that is defined by
potency in case of the single and multi-potency elements respectively. Accord-
ingly, we have introduced non-potency elements, such as generalization and
classification, which can be instantiated at any ontological level. The rest of
the concepts of the linguistic dimension was inspired from the Melanee ap-
proach [39].

The Pan Level Model (PLM) [39] contains an additional ’SetRelationship‘
with the equality, inversion and complement subclasses. These set relationships
are supported by Flora-2, however they were not considered in the linguistic
dimension of the OMLM. An alternative methodological approach to the Clab-
ject is the powertype that uses standard classes both conventionally and as
meta-classes [31].
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Another interesting work approaches multi-level modeling from the lan-
guage engineering perspective [21]. The authors claim that the current multi-
level concepts such as the Clabjects and Powertypes are not complete as a
basis for meta-modeling. In addition, the authors suggest to address several
features: meta-circularity (self description), uniformity and extensibility. Based
on these features they propose the Kernel language, which is based on repre-
senting everything as objects, the same as our Flora-2 implementation.

Another approach unifies the linguistic and ontological dimensions [24] for
the sake of conformance checking. The linguistic dimension is positioned as a
top ontological level that allows checking all model elements as the ontological
conformance. Our approach differs in the way that it introduces the realization
dimension instead of shifting the linguistic dimension on top of the ontological
one. The realization dimension can be seen as an analogy of the tables in a
database that store the linguistic and ontological information. The separate
realization dimension has the following benefits:

– the implementation perspective is represented in the OMLM framework,
while other approaches do not consider it in their multi-level meta-model;

– ability to specify the Clabject instantiation, e.g. as Java or Flora-2 objects;
– direct (realization) instantiation of the object;
– the realization dimension conceptually refers to an implementation lan-

guage. It provides a possibility to compare with other linguistic dimensions
(meta-models) by changing the linguistic dimension of OMLM;

– decouples the implementation language and different language implemen-
tations can be realized.

7.4 Support for transformation in multi-level environments

Transformations are supported in a multi-level modeling environment by ex-
tending two-level model transformations, such as ATL (ATLAS Transforma-
tion Language) and ETL (Epsilon Transformation Language). The syntax and
semantics of the languages are extended to support the multi-level perspec-
tive. Use of ATL for multi-level concepts is realized by means of so-called
ADL adapter that supports modeling and access to the linguistic and ontolog-
ical model elements separately [7]. The ETL is extended with similar syntax
and rule matching semantics to access the linguistic and ontological types,
attributes and indirect ontological types [45]. Moreover, the ETL extension
approach considers different transformation schemes, such as the multi-level
target, refining and linguistic transformations. Similarly, our approach imple-
ments the OMLM framework in Flora-2 to support multi-level modeling. We
introduced operators for the linguistic and ontological classification (see Sec-
tion 4). Each model element can access its linguistic and ontological types and
instances by means of the operators. Flora-2 rules have been used as transfor-
mation rules in the two-level to multi-level model transformation. In this paper
we have focused on the transformations between two-level and multi-level do-
mains, because of nature of the underlying RDL model. However, the Flora-2
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implementation also allows to perform transformations between multi-level
models.

The transformation rules in Flora-2 are not yet full-fledged transforma-
tions, like ATL or ETL. We are working towards supporting different cus-
tomized features of transformations. The transformation rules of our approach
are injective and can match with several parameters in the source model. An-
other important feature is the verification and querying on the transformation
rules as explained in Listing 11.

7.5 Multi-level modeling frameworks

We have analyzed the respective multilevel modeling frameworks based on
four criteria (see Table 6): (1) Querying support, (2) Verification support,
(3) Integrated framework(a single framework for modeling, transformation,
querying and verification), (4) Tool support and (5) Syntax type (graphical
and textual).

A recent review paper [30] on formal verification of static software models in
MDE distinguishes two phases in model verification: formalism and reasoning.
In this paper we consider both, where formalism corresponds to OMLM and
reasoning is supported by querying and verification in the MULLER frame-
work.

The architectural approach for data integration shown in [20] supports
querying at the conceptual level and defines the integrated framework at the
architectural level. The Level-Agnostic Modeling Language (LML) [10] pro-
vides a foundation for querying and verification by a unified and simplified
reasoning and model checking. The F-Logic based Object Modeling Language
(F-OML) supports almost all evaluation criteria with a limited multi-level
modeling support, with only classification and instantiation. The Dual Deep
Instantiation (DDI) approach [52] supports multi-level modeling principles as
well. Its ConceptBase implementation addresses meta-modeling and verifica-
tion of constraints. The similarity with our approach is that they support
implementation, querying and verification in a single framework. The main
difference of MULLER is that we use a single language framework, where
ConceptBase uses different languages in their framework. A formalization of
deep meta-modeling is thoroughly addressed by Rossini et al. [54], however
the querying is based on OCL constraints (without support for higher order
reasoning) and its verification is performed with EVL, an implementation of
OCL. OCL and EVL are different languages than that used for the formaliza-
tion. While both Melanee and Diagram Predicate Framework (DPF) tools use
graphical (visual) syntax, the rest of the tools use textual syntax.

OCL represents first order logic. In Flora-2, we can use higher-order rea-
soning together with first order reasoning. The high-order reasoning is demon-
strated from two perspectives: multi-level modeling semantics and reasoning
on the verification rules.
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(1) OCL is not aware of the distinction between linguistic and ontological
classification and the ontological levels, i.e. OCL and EVL cannot access a
specific model element at the certain ontological level. In contrast MULLER
(Flora-2) can access any ontological/linguistic model element at any ontologi-
cal/linguistic level directly by its name or by its relationship. For example, at
the PUMP class level (see Fig. 2), one can easily access the properties of the
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION CLASS by a statement:

INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION CLASS[hasDefinition->?X].

where ?X returns the value of hasDefinition property. The statement can
be used in queries and verification rules. OCL needs to be extended to support
multi-level modeling semantics. One recent example is DeepOCL [38].

(2) The second perspective represents the querying and verification on the
verification rules. Flora-2 allows to query rules themselves in the rule base.
That provides an ability to verify the verification or transformation rules, as
illustrated in Listing 11.

1 ?- clause{%TransfClassif(?X,?Y,?SM,?TM), (?_[?_->?X,?_->?Y]@?SM, ?Z)}.
2
3 ?X = ?_h7597
4 ?Y = ?_h7602
5 ?SM = ?_h7607
6 ?TM = ?_h7612
7 ?Z = (${flora_put_attr(?_h7625,fldynrulevarcheck,
8 [’?Classified’ = ?_h7597, ’?Classifier’ = ?_h7602])@_prolog(flrwhen)},
9 ${insert{?_h7597<::?_h7602@_h7612}})

10
11 1 solution(s) in 0.0000 seconds

Listing 11: Querying the TransfClassif transformation rule

The rule base of Flora-2 is queried by means of clause(head,body)
statements as illustrated in Listing 11. Line 1 represents a query and the rest
(lines 3-9) shows the result of the query. The head and body use variables
and patterns to match the verification rule (line 1). The query queries for
the TransfClassif transformation rule to find out whether the classified
and classifier properties (lines 3-4 and 8) are transformed to relevant vari-
ables (line 9). The variable names ? h7597 and ? h7602 are used for both
properties (lines 8) and variables (line 9), which indicate the properties in the
original model will be transformed to variables in the ontological classifica-
tion relationship (line 9). By means of such queries, the framework verifies the
validity of a transformation rule before its execution.

7.6 Model verification approaches

The verification of (multi-level) models has been analyzed from four perspec-
tives (see Table 7): properties, multi-level support, verification, implementa-
tion/tool support.
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Table 6: Comparative evaluation of multi-level approaches

Approaches
/ Criteria

Querying
support

Verification
support

Integrated
frame-
work

Tool
support

Syntax
type

Information in-
tegration [20]

conceptual
representation

X at architec-
tural
level

X X

Melanee and
LML [10]

OCL queries OCL Melanee LML &
ATL

graphical
(EMF)

F-OML &
PathLP [15]

X X F-Logic PathLP textual

A formaliza-
tion based on
DPF [54]

OCL queries Epsilon
Validation
Language

(EVL)

MetaDepth EOL ETL
EGL

textual

DDI [52] X axioms &
constraints in
ConceptBase

X ConceptBase textual

A Diagram-
matic Ap-
proach [43]

OCL queries OCL DPF DPF graphical
(EMF)

OMLM first &
higher-order

reasoning

X Flora-2 Flora-2 textual

Several approaches have addressed verification of correctness properties,
in particular satisfiability (of certain axioms) [32,52,19] and conformance [55,
24]. Guerra and de Lara [32] list conformance based verification properties as
strong and weak satisfiability, and liveliness of a class. The approach by [24]
supports ontological and linguistic conformance. Similarly, MULLER can also
support both types of conformance and meta-model completeness. Alterna-
tively, different types of inconsistencies have been verified between UML class,
state-chart and sequence diagrams [25]. Our goal is not to verify the consis-
tency between different representations of the same model, but to verify the
syntactic (by meta-models) and semantic (by verification rules) correctness of
a model.

Different verification techniques are used for verification of correctness
properties. The approaches use model finders, constraint programming sys-
tems, Datalog, Answer Set Programming (ASP), and some of them are imple-
mented in constraint languages such as OCL and Weighted Constraint Rule
Language (WCRL). Similarly, we have used Flora-2 for both formal specifi-
cation and verification. Multi-level modeling is supported in the recent ap-
proaches [32,55,24,52] as illustrated in Table 7.
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Table 7: Model verification approaches

Approach Correctness
properties

MLM
sup-
port

Verification
technique

Tool support

Integrity con-
straints [32]

satisfiability X relational logic,
model finder (SAT
solver)

USE Validator

Incremental
consistency
check [24]

linguistic, ontolog-
ical conformance
and evolution

X constraint lan-
guage

Model/Analyzer

NIVEL [2] check that formal-
isation matches
the notion of valid
model

X weight constraint
rule language
(WCRL)

WCRL

UML/OCL
constraint pro-
gramming [19,
18]

weak and strong
satisfiability, lack
of constraint re-
dundancies &
subsumptions,
liveliness of a class

X Constraint solver,
Constraint Sat-
isfaction Prob-
lem(CSP)

ECLiPSe
constraint
programming
system

UML/OCL
Boolean satisfi-
ability [57]

consistency of sys-
tem states & re-
dundancy of OCL
constraints

X constraint lan-
guage

SAT solver

ConceptBase
[52]

Satisfiability (of
the axioms)

X Datalog-neg Datalog

CARE [55] conformance X meta-modeling Answer Set
Program-
ming(ASP)

MULLER conformance, in-
consistencies (see
Table 3)

X F-Logic & meta-
modeling

Flora-2

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an integrated multi-level modeling approach
that integrates semantics specification and verification in the respective OMLM
and MULLER frameworks. The integration was strengthened by using a sin-
gle language (Flora-2) for multi-level conceptualization, matching and trans-
formation, and querying and verification phases of data interoperability. The
approach was evaluated in a real-life industry (OGI Pilot) project in the oil
and gas domain.

The OMLM framework is applicable to standard data model specifications
and demonstrated the benefit of applying multi-level modeling principles to
ordinary two-level data models. Compared to existing multi-level modeling
approaches, it contains an additional realization dimension which captures
the implementation perspective of the framework. This dimension achieved a
de-coupling from an implementation language and increased re-usability. Fur-
thermore, we developed a workflow that describes how the framework can be
easily applied. We have implemented the framework in the F-logic dialect -
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Flora-2 and evaluated the framework on the ISO 15926 standard. The eval-
uation showed clearly the feasibility of the approach. The complexity of the
ISO 15926 standard has been reduced by improving the clarity in:

– linguistic and ontological model elements;
– ontological levels;
– class naming;
– relationships between ontological model elements.

The reasoning capabilities of Flora-2 in combination with the presented
rules to verify correctness properties of multi-level models helped to identify
inconsistencies in the ISO 15926 standard from a software engineering point
of view and turned out to be a practical verification tool for software develop-
ment of the standard. The approach contributes to tool support of multi-level
modeling community and shows its practical applicability.

This research will serve as a base for future studies to investigate querying
and verification of the rule base, which can lead to verification of transforma-
tion and verification rules themselves. On the industrial side, we plan to apply
the approach to the operations and maintenance standard, OSA-EAI.
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